
A GRONWALL-TYPE LEMMA WITH PARAMETERAND DISSIPATIVE ESTIMATES FOR PDESSTEFANIA GATTI, VITTORINO PATA, SERGEY ZELIKAbstrat. We disuss the problem of establishing dissipative estimates for ertain dif-ferential equations for whih the usual methods apparently do not work. The main tool isa new Gronwall-type lemma with parameter. As an appliation, we onsider a semilinearequation of visoelastiity with low dissipation.1. IntrodutionDissipative partial di�erential equations play a entral role in modern mathematialphysis, providing an aurate desription for a large variety of phenomena ourringin natural sienes. This lass of equations inludes, among others, Navier-Stokes sys-tems, reation-di�usion equations, Cahn-Hilliard and Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equations,damped wave equations. Suh PDEs are usually reformulated as Cauhy problems in asuitable Banah spae (X; k � k) (the phase-spae) of the form8<: ddt�(t) = A(�(t); t); t > 0;�(0) = x 2 X;where, for every t � 0, A(�; t) is some operator densely de�ned on X. The global well-posedness for all initial data x 2 X de�nes the solution operator S(t), namely, a one-parameter family of operators S(t) : X ! X suh that S(t)x = �(t) is the unique solutionat time t � 0 to the Cauhy problem with initial datum x. Further ontinuity propertiesof the solutions reet into analogous ontinuity properties of S(t). In the autonomousase (i.e., when A does not depend expliitly on t) the maps S(t) form a semigroup ofoperators.For suh problems, it is well known that the dissipative estimate(1) kS(t)xk � Q(kxk)e��t + Cis ruial in order to establish analytial and dynamial properties of the solutions (see[1, 10, 11, 14℄ and referenes therein). Here, � > 0, C � 0 and the nonnegative inreasingfuntion Q are independent of the initial datum x 2 X. Indeed, on the one hand, thisestimate often provides the neessary a priori bounds for the solutions, needed to provethe global solvability of the problem. On the other hand, it allows to verify the existeneof a so-alled absorbing set in the phase-spae, whih is essential for the investigation ofthe asymptoti properties of the solutions, in terms of global or exponential attrators.Reall that an absorbing set is a bounded set B � X suh that, for every kxk � R,S(t)x 2 B; 8t � tR;1



2 S. GATTI, V. PATA, S. ZELIKwhere the entering time tR � 0 depends (inreasingly) only on R.In many relatively simple situations, (1) an be veri�ed through a di�erential inequalityof the type(2)  0(t) + � (t) � C;where  (t) = 	(S(t)x) and 	 : X ! [0;1) is an appropriate oerive (energy) funtional.Then, the desired dissipative estimate follows from an appliation of the standard Gron-wall lemma. In order to treat more ompliated equations, several improvements of thebasi di�erential inequality (2), along with related Gronwall-type estimates, an be foundin the literature. As an example, we mention here one possible nonlinear generalization,namely, '0(t) + � (t) � C;where '(t) = �(S(t)x) and the funtional � : X ! R satis�es�(x)� C0 � 	(x) � Q(�(x));for some C0 � 0 and some nonnegative inreasing funtion Q, both independent of theinitial datum x 2 X. As shown in [2℄, these onditions are suÆient to obtain thedissipative estimate (1).The aim of this note is to present a new Gronwall-type inequality, somehow already im-pliitly exploited in some reent papers [13, 15, 16℄, whih allows to establish dissipativitywhen the standard tehniques do not apply (for instane, for the in�nite-energy solutionsto Navier-Stokes equations in ylindrial domains). The main feature of this method,ompared to the usual ones, is that it is not foused on a single di�erential inequality like(2), but rather on the whole family of suh inequalities, depending on a parameter " > 0.In fat, we use di�erent values of the parameter " in di�erent regions of the phase-spaeand, even in order to verify estimate (1) for a single trajetory, we need to onsider manydi�erential inequalities orresponding to di�erent values of the parameter ". To be morepreise, we study a family of di�erential inequalities of the form1(3)  0(t) + " (t) � C"�[ (t)℄� + C;depending on a small parameter " > 0. Here C > 0 and � > � � 1. Obviously, thesolutions of the ordinary di�erential equation assoiated with (3), for any �xed " > 0, mayblow up in �nite time (if � > 1) and, for this reason, any single inequality is not strongenough to give the dissipative estimate for  . However, as we will see, if the funtion  satis�es simultaneously (3) for all " 2 (0; "0℄, for some "0 > 0, then the onlusion(4)  (t) � Q( (0))e��t + C?is still true, for some � > 0, C? � 0 and some nonnegative inreasing funtion Q (whihan be expliitly written in terms of the parameters �, � and C), so yielding the desireddissipativity.1Atually, (3) is only a partiular instane of the more general family of di�erential inequalities on-sidered in the next Lemma 1.



GRONWALL-TYPE LEMMA WITH PARAMETER 3We will illustrate this method on the following example of an integrodi�erential equationarising in the theory of isothermal visoelastiity(5) �ttu� 2�u+ Z 10 �(s)�u(t� s)ds + g(u) = f;where g is a dissipative nonlinearity, f is a given time-independent external fore and thememory kernel � satis�es some natural deaying assumptions.It is worth noting that the dissipative estimate (1) for this problem has been alreadyobtained in [3, 8℄. However, in those papers, the proof is strongly based on the existeneof a global Lyapunov funtion, and it does not provide any lue of how to ompute norestimate the monotone funtion Q appearing in (1). Thus, although the existene of anabsorbing set B is established, the entering time of a given trajetory into B an only bepredited theoretially, but not atually omputed. For pratial purposes, this fat hassome quite unpleasant onsequenes; for instane, if one wants to prove the existene ofan exponential attrator. This is a ompat set E � X, of �nite fratal dimension, whihis positively invariant for S(t) and attrats (with respet to the Hausdor� semidistane Æin X) bounded sets at an exponential rate; that is, for every kxk � R,Æ�S(t)x; E� � Q?(R)e�!t;for some ! > 0 and some nonnegative inreasing funtion Q? (see [6, 7℄). Of ourse,the notion beomes muh more e�etive, espeially in view of numerial omputations,if ! and Q? are known. In the situation above, the exponential rate ! an be expliitlyalulated, but the funtion Q? remains unknown. Another essential drawbak is thatthe method annot be extended to the ase of nonautonomous external fores f = f(t),sine nonautonomous systems do not possess any Lyapunov funtional.In ontrast to that, the appliation of a Gronwall-type lemma with parameter allowsto derive the dissipative estimate (1), with expliit expressions for �, C and Q, even inthe nonautonomous ase. 2. A Gronwall-Type LemmaWe now proeed to state our result.Lemma 1. Let � > � � 1 and  � 0 be suh that� � 1�� 1 < 11 +  :Let  be a nonnegative absolutely ontinuous funtion on [0;1) whih ful�lls, for someK � 0, Q � 0, "0 > 0 and every " 2 (0; "0℄, the di�erential inequality 0(t) + " (t) � K"�[ (t)℄� + "�q(t);where q is any nonnegative funtion satisfyingsupt�0 Z t+1t q(y)dy � Q:Then, there exists R0 > 0 with the following property: for every R � 0, there is tR � 0suh that  (t) � R0; 8t � tR;



4 S. GATTI, V. PATA, S. ZELIKwhenever  (0) � R. Both R0 and tR an be expliitly omputed.Proof. The hypothesis on q implies that, for any t � 0,Z t+�t q(y)dy � Q(1 + �); 8� > 0:Due to the assumptions on �; �; , we an selet # 2 (0; 1) satisfying the inequality1� # > maxf� � �#; #g:Calling ! = 1� # > #, we onsider the funtionJ(r) = �!r!�# + !Kr���#�#:As limr!1 J(r) = �1, we an hoose % � !Q suh that %�#=! � "0 andJ(r) � �1� 2!Q; 8r � %1=!:Then, we introdue the auxiliary funtion'(t) = [ (t)℄!:We preliminarily note that, for (almost) every t suh that '(t) � %, we have(6) '0(t) � �1� 2!Q+ !q(t):Indeed, for (almost) any �xed t, setting " = ['(t)℄�#=! (note that " � "0 when '(t) � %),the di�erential inequality reads'0(t) � J�['(t)℄1=!�+ !q(t):� If '(t) � % for some t � 0, then '(t + �) � 2%, for every � � 0. If not, let �1 > 0 besuh that '(t + �1) > 2%, and set �0 = supf� 2 [0; �1℄ : '(t+ �) � %g. Integrating (6) on[t+ �0; t+ �1℄, we obtain the ontradition2% < '(t+ �1) � %� (�1 � �0)� 2!Q(�1 � �0) + !Q(1 + �1 � �0) < 2%:� If '(0) > %, then '(t?) � %, for some t? � '(0)(1 + !Q)�1. Indeed, let t > 0 be suhthat '(�) > % for all � 2 [0; t℄. Integrating (6) on [0; t℄, we are led to% < '(t) � '(0)� t� 2!Qt+ !Q(1 + t) � '(0)� (1 + !Q)t+ %:Therefore, it must be t < '(0)(1 + !Q)�1.In order to ome bak to the original  (t), just de�neR0 = (2%)1=! and tR = R1=!(1 + !Q)�1:By applying the two points disussed above, the proof of the lemma follows. �As a straightforward onsequene, we haveCorollary 2. Within the assumptions of Lemma 1,  ful�lls the dissipative estimate (4).Moreover, the funtion Q and the onstants � and C? an be expliitly omputed.



GRONWALL-TYPE LEMMA WITH PARAMETER 53. An Appliation: Visoelastiity with Low Dissipation3.1. The model equation. Let 
 � R3 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary�
. For t 2 R+ = (0;1), we onsider the evolution system arising in the theory ofisothermal visoelastiity [3, 8℄(7) 8<:�ttu��u� Z 10 �(s)��(s)ds+ g(u) = f;�t� = ��s� + �tu;where u = u(x; t) : 
 � [0;1) ! R, � = �t(x; s) : 
 � R+ � [0;1) ! R, supplementedwith the boundary and initial onditions(8) (u(t)j�
 = �tj�
 = �t(0) = 0;u(0) = u0; �tu(0) = v0; �0(s) = �0(s);u0; v0; �0(s) being given data. Here, � : R+ ! [0;1) is a summable absolutely ontinuousfuntion, with �0(s) < 0 almost everywhere. Besides, the inequality(9) �(s+ �) � �e�Æ��(s)holds for some � � 1 and Æ > 0, every � � 0 and almost every s 2 R+ . Without loss ofgenerality, we also assume that Z 10 �(s)ds = 1:The Cauhy problem (7)-(8) is ast in the so-alledmemory setting [4, 5℄, and is equivalent(see [9℄) to the integrodi�erential equation (5), with boundary and initial onditions(u(t)j�
 = 0;u(0) = u0; u(t)jt<0 = u0 � �0(�t); �tu(0) = v0:Notation. We set H = L2(
) and V = H10 (
) with the usual inner produts, and weinterpret �� as the positive selfadjoint operator on H of domain H2(
) \ H10 (
). Wealso onsider the Hilbert spaeM = L2�(R+ ;V ) of square summable funtions on R+ withvalues in V , with respet to the measure �(s)ds. To aount for the boundary onditionson �, we view ��s as the linear operator on M of domaindom(T ) = f� = �(s) 2M : �s� 2M; �(0) = 0g:Then, ��s is the in�nitesimal generator of the right-translation semigroup onM . Finally,we introdue the produt Hilbert spae X = V �H �M .3.2. Earlier results. Taking f 2 H independent of time and g 2 C2(R), with g(0) = 0,suh that the growth ondition(10) jg00(u)j � C�1 + juj�and the dissipation ondition(11) lim infjuj!1 g(u)u > ��



6 S. GATTI, V. PATA, S. ZELIKare satis�ed (� > 0 being the �rst eigenvalue of ��), problem (7)-(8) generates a stronglyontinuous semigroup S(t) on X whih possesses the global attrator A, see [8℄. As abyprodut, this entails the existene of an absorbing set B, but no information is availableabout the atual entering time in B, starting from a bounded subset of X. On the otherhand, due to the very low dissipation, it seems out of reah to prove the existene of B bymeans of standard estimates, without appealing to the gradient-system struture (exeptin the simpler ase when g is sublinear). However, with a further (albeit quite general)assumption on the nonlinearity, Lemma 1 allows us to �nd the absorbing set in a diretway.3.3. The absorbing set. We take g 2 C1(R), with g(0) = 0. Instead of (11), we assumethe slightly less general ondition(12) lim infjuj!1 g0(u) > ��:Moreover, we replae (10) with(13) jg(u)j6=5 � CG(u) + C;where G(u) = Z u0 g(y)dy:Remark 3. Conditions (12)-(13) are satis�ed, for instane, by any funtion of the formg(u) = ujujp + g0(u); p 2 (0; 4℄;with g0(0) = 0 and jg00(u)j � C�1 + jujq�; q < p:This inludes the physially signi�ant ase of the derivative of the double-well potentialg(u) = u3 � u.Remark 4. It is easy to hek that (13) yields the bound(14) jg(u)j � C�1 + juj5�:In fat, the sole (12) and (14) are enough to ensure the existene of (possibly nonunique)solutions for all initial data x 2 X, using a standard Galerkin approximation sheme. Weagree to all Galerkin solutions those solutions obtained as limits in the approximationsheme, for whih formal estimates apply. It is also worth mentioning that it seems impos-sible to obtain dissipative estimates for Galerkin solutions in presene of a nonlinearity ofsuperritial growth rate (that is, with referene to the remark above, when p > 2) usingthe Lyapunov funtion approah, sine the asymptoti ompatness of suh solutions isnot known.For u = u(x) 2 V , we de�ne G(u) = Z
 G(u(x))dx:The following lemma is a straightforward onsequene of (12).



GRONWALL-TYPE LEMMA WITH PARAMETER 7Lemma 5. There exist � 2 (0; 1) and C � 0 suh thathg(u); uiH � G(u)� �2kuk2V � C;(15) G(u) � ��2kuk2V � C;(16)for every u 2 V .Given a Galerkin solution �(t) = (u(t); �tu(t); �t), with �(0) = (u0; v0; �0), we de�ne theorresponding energy by E(t) = 12k�(t)k2:Then, we haveTheorem 6. Assuming (12) and (13), there exists R0 > 0 suh that, for every R � 0 andevery x = (u0; v0; �0) 2 X with kxk � R, the energy E(t) of a related Galerkin solutionful�lls the relation E(t) � R0; 8t � tR;for some tR � 0 depending only on R. Both R0 and tR an be expliitly omputed.Proof. To simplify the alulations, we assume that (9) holds with � = 1. In that ase,(9) is equivalent to(17) �0(s) + Æ�(s) � 0:Working within the approximation sheme, the (Lyapunov) funtionalL(t) = E(t) +G(u(t))� hf; u(t)iHful�lls the equality(18) ddtL = �2I;having set I(t) = � Z 10 �0(s)k�t(s)k2V ds � Æk�tk2M ;where the latter inequality follows from (17). Following [12℄, hoosing now � > 0 smalland s� > 0 suh that R s�0 �(s)ds � �=2, we put��(s) = �(s�)�(0;s� ℄(s) + �(s)�(s� ;1)(s);and we introdue the further funtionals�1(t) = � Z 10 ��(s)h�tu(t); �t(s)iHds;�2(t) = h�tu(t); u(t)iH:Then, exploiting (15) and (17), we have the inequalities (f. [8, 12℄)ddt�1 � "�kuk2V � (1� "�)k�tuk2H + �I + � + Z 10 �(s)jhg(u); �(s)iHjds;ddt�2 � �(1� �� "�)kuk2V + k�tuk2H � �2kuk2V �G(u) + �I + �;



8 S. GATTI, V. PATA, S. ZELIKfor some � � 0 and some "� > 0 suh that "� ! 0 as � ! 0 (both � and "� an beexpliitly omputed). It is then lear that, upon �xing � small enough, the funtional�(t) = 2�1(t) + �2(t)ful�lls(19) ddt� + 2!E + �2kuk2V +G(u) � I + 2 Z 10 �(s)jhg(u); �(s)iHjds+ ;for some ! > 0. Here and in the sequel,  � 0 stands for a generi onstant, independentof the initial data. At this point, for (any) " 2 (0; "0℄ and k � 0, we set�(t) = L(t) + "�(t) + k:In light of (16), it is apparent that, provided that "0 > 0 is small enough and k is largeenough,(20) 1� �2 E � � � 2E +G(u) + :In partiular, appealing again to (16),2!E + �2kuk2V +G(u) � !�� :Thus, olleting (18)-(19) and using (17), up to possibly further reduing "0, we obtainddt� + !"� � �Æk�k2M + 2" Z 10 �(s)jhg(u); �(s)iHjds+ :We now observe that, in view of (16) and (20),jG(u)j � G(u) + �E +  � � + :Therefore, exploiting (13), we �nd the estimate2" Z 10 �(s)jhg(u); �(s)iHjds � " Z 10 �(s)kg(u)kL6=5k�(s)kV ds� "k�kMkg(u)kL6=5� "k�kM + "k�kM jG(u)j5=6� Æk�k2M + "2�5=3 + :In onlusion, for every " 2 (0; !"0℄, we haveddt� + "� � "2�5=3 + :Sine by (14) and (20) E(t) � 21� ��(t); �(0) � �1 +R6�;we obtain the desired result by an appliation of Lemma 1. �Remark 7. Theorem 6 holds, with minor hanges in the proof, if we onsider a time-dependent external fore f whih is L2-translation bounded in H.
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